What originally made you interested in reading/watching/playing this media? How did you hear about it or come across it?

I was at the library and the summary slash hook sounded interesting.

Is it part of a series? If so, what series is it?

No.

What is this media about? Make sure to give enough interesting details without spoiling too much!

It is about a girl in East Berlin whose uncle disappears and her search to find him.

Who are the main characters? What makes them interesting or unique?

The main character Lena struggles with reality and she is kind and sensitive.
Does this media remind you of anything else you’ve read/watched/played?

Not really anything I can remember

What type of person might enjoy this media? For example, this book is for someone who likes Percy Jackson, someone who enjoys getting scared, someone who likes a challenge, etc.

Someone who likes historical fiction and mystery

Did you like this media? Would you recommend it to others? Why or why not?

I liked it enough, I don't know if I would recommend it to others. It just didn’t really stick out to me.

Do you like the cover? Does it convey what the media is about?

I like the cover it does convey what the media is about.

Do you have any last thoughts about this media that you would like to include in your review?

The only thing is that it has repeated SA but there is no trigger warning, so just anyone who doesn’t feel comfortable with that should know